
Section 1

Verb Review—Active and Passive Voice (22, 23)

The voice of a verb tells whether the subject is doing or receiving the action of the
verb.
The verb is in active voice if the subject of a sentence is doing the action.

doer action receiver
Brandon repaired the broken fence.

If the subject is receiving the action, the verb is in passive voice. A verb in the pas-
sive voice always consists of a being verb plus the past participle of the main verb.
Sometimes the doer is stated in a passive voice sentence; sometimes it is not.

receiver action doer
The broken fence was repaired by Brandon.

receiver action
Within five hours, the escaped prisoner was apprehended.

As much as possible, use the active voice in your writing and speaking.

Underline the verbs. Identify each as active or passive voice.

1. Michael introduced his cousin Kendrick to us boys.
2. The meetings have been advertised throughout the area.
3. A plea for volunteers to go to China was given by the visiting teacher.
4. Paul translated Juan’s letter from Spanish into English for Matthew.
5. Most of the houses in the development were built by the Brookstone

Construction Company.
6. Daryl and Donovan were playing catch most of the morning.
7. “More Holiness Give Me” was written by Philip P. Bliss.

To rewrite a passive voice sentence in the active voice, make the object of the pre-
position the subject. The subject then becomes the direct object. Keep the same verb
tense, but drop the being verb.

Passive voice: The old library building was purchased by Davis Computer Services.

Active voice: Davis Computer Services purchased the old library building.

Sentences in the active voice can be rewritten in the passive voice. The direct object
becomes the subject, and the subject becomes the object of the preposition. Add a being
verb to change the voice, but keep the same verb tense.
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Active voice: Kenneth Scott Latourette wrote These Sought a Country.

Passive voice: These Sought a Country was written by Kenneth Scott Latourette.

Rewrite the sentences. If the verb is in the passive voice, change it to active voice.
If the verb is in the active voice, rewrite it in the passive voice.

8. The Gospel was carried to the Algonquin Indians of Massachusetts by John Eliot.

9. Harold Kauffman established Mennonite Air Missions in Guatemala in 1971.

10. Pike’s Peak was obscured by the clouds until late afternoon.

WWee  RReemmeemmbbeerr
Write whether the underlined phrase is a participial, gerund, or infinitive phrase. (65-72)

11.                             John Scudder was the first American missionary to specialize in 
medicine.

12.                             After reading an appeal for missionaries, he left his New York practice.
13.                             Serving in Ceylon and India for thirty-six years, John Scudder had a

remarkable influence on his family as well as those he served.

Underline the subject. Circle the correct verb. (94, 95)

14. Many of John Scudder’s children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren was, were foreign
missionaries.

15. One of his most famous descendants was, were his granddaughter Ida.

Underline the participial phrases. Draw an arrow from each to the word it modifies. (65-67)

16. Growing up in India, Ida determined that she would never be a missionary.
17. Ida, satisfied with her life in the United States, went to India to care for her sick mother. 
18. While she was there, three women needing medical attention died because their religious

beliefs would not allow them to accept help from a male doctor.

Bracket the adjective clauses. Underline the relative pronouns. (76, 77)

19. This incident, which changed her life, was God’s call; she studied medicine and returned to
India to be a doctor.
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20. Many Indian young people studied medicine at the college and hospital that “Dr. Ida”
founded in Vellore.

Diagram the sentence.

21. Dr. Scudder battled many suspicions and superstitions of the Indian people.

Write each indefinite pronoun in the correct category. (30)

some one each few none all
everyone many no one neither somebody any
nobody either everybody most anyone both
someone anybody several

22. singular                                                                                                       
                                                                                                      
                                                                                                      
                                                                                                      

23. plural                                                                     
                                                                    

24. singular or plural                                                                     
                                                                                                      

Write U if the title would be underlined, Q for quotation marks, or N if it would be neither.

25. a.        painting h.        poem o.        symphony (140, 142)

b.        story i.        spacecraft p.        article
c.        train j.        newspaper q.        Bible
d.        New Testament k.        sculpture r.        submarine
e.        aircraft l.        Old Testament s.        magazine
f.        ship m.        chapter t.        song
g.        book n.        book of the Bible

Answer the question. (62, 75)

26. How does a clause differ from a phrase?                                                                                       
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PPeennmmaannsshhiipp
Use good handwriting.

27. Write each spelling word once.

Write each spelling word with its definition.

28.                               honest; scrupulous
29.                               to spell incorrectly
30.                               a heavy-duty vehicle used especially for operating farm equipment
31.                               one of a kind
32.                               to put letters and words on a surface
33.                               alike, or nearly alike
34.                               the buying, making, or selling of goods; or the exchange of services

for money
35.                               the distance from bottom to top; tallness
36.                               for that reason; consequently
37.                               one who takes the opposite side; adversary
38.                               a person who lives next door or nearby
39.                               a list, written or unwritten, of events and the times they will happen
40.                               worth a lot of money
41.                               the study of weather and the earth’s atmosphere
42.                               the one that would be numbered eight in a series
43.                               a division or classification
44.                               to satisfy; meet the requirements of
45.                               the season, also called fall, between summer and winter
46.                               almost certain or definite; likely
47.                               to measure the heaviness of something
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meteorology probably unique autumn
category misspell tractor conscientious
height fulfill neighbor opponent
schedule write valuable eighth
business therefore weigh similar

SSppeelllliinngg ..  ..  ..  tthhee  mmeeaanniinngg words often misspelled



Infinitive Phrases as Adverbs (71-74)

Infinitives and infinitive phrases can function as adverbs. Any infinitive or infinitive
phrase that modifies a verb, adjective, or adverb is functioning as an adverb. Infinitive
phrases used as adverbs usually tell why and to what extent.

modifying verb: Jesus stooped to write on the ground.

modifying adjective: Becky and her family were eager to move to Papua New Guinea.

modifying adverb: The fog was too dense to see anything.

Is the soup hot enough to eat?

Tell whether the underlined infinitive phrase modifies a verb, adjective, or adverb.

1.                                Are you ready to take the quiz?
2.                                When his little sister stepped into the path, Randy was running 

too fast to stop.
3.                                Amerigo Vespucci, after whom America is named, moved from 

Italy to Spain to work for a shipping company.

Underline infinitive phrases used as adverbs. 
Draw an arrow from each to the word it modifies.

4. We were stunned to hear about the martyrdom of John Troyer.
5. Jesus’ disciples were commissioned to tell others about Christ.
6. Daniel said, “We came to help you.”
7. The children ran to the window to watch for their grandparents.
8. “My feet are sore and I am too tired to go much farther,” Sam said as he flopped onto 

the shady grass.
9. Joseph, the cook’s son, was happy to receive his own copy of the picture book.
10. Mary covered her ears to block out the noise from the roaring waterfall.

Write the function of the infinitive or infinitive phrase: noun, adjective, adverb.

11.                                The planet Venus is bright enough to be seen without binoculars.
12.                                Hannah promised to give her son back to the Lord.
13.                                “The woods are lovely, dark, and deep, but I have promises to keep.”

–Robert Frost

WWee  RReemmeemmbbeerr
Underline the verbs. Write active or passive. [1] (22, 23)

14.                                   “Follow the Path of Jesus” was written by Christopher Blackall.
15.                                   Scott and Amy recently adopted a little Russian girl.
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16.                                   The building, furnishings, and finances for the orphanage were
donated by a group of wealthy businessmen.

Diagram the sentences.

17. The youth are going to New York City to distribute tracts.

18. Do you spend time with God before you begin your day?

19. Marilyn watched the geese flying north.

Rewrite the sentences, adding punctuation and capitalization. (126-147)

20. kelly said a story of john paton a missionary in the south pacific is related in the chapter
how faith helped dig a well

21. the patons encountered horrible conditions cannibalism, tribal wars, tropical diseases upon
their arrival in the pacific islands
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Rewrite the active voice sentence in the passive voice. [1] (22, 23)

22. Communists murdered John and Betty Stam, missionaries to China, in 1934.

Rewrite the passive voice sentence in the active voice. [1] (22, 23)

23. The Bible was translated into Burmese by Adoniram Judson.

Bracket the adverb clause. Underline the subordinating conjunction. (77, 78)

24. When Adoniram and his wife built a zayat, a home similar to a native home, the natives felt
more at ease with them.

Label the indefinite pronouns as singular (S) or plural (P). (30)
If a pronoun can be either singular or plural, write E.

25. a.        anyone h.        either o.        everybody
b.        most i.        none p.        few
c.        each j.        nobody q.        one
d.        several k.        both r.        all
e.        any l.        everyone s.        someone
f.        neither m.        some t.        anybody
g.        somebody n.        no one u.        many

Circle the letters that should be capitalized. (126-133)

26. geysers, hot springs, waterfalls, and canyons are a few of the attractions of yellowstone
national park, the world’s oldest national park.

27. Did you know that prince philip, the husband of queen elizabeth, was in succession to
become the king of greece until he became a british citizen in 1947?

28. The largest island in the mediterranean sea is sicily; it is separated from the main part of
italy by the strait of messina.

PPeennmmaannsshhiipp
Copy the words from “Follow the Path of Jesus.”

29. Follow the path of Jesus,

Walk where His footsteps lead;

Keep in His beaming presence,

Every counsel heed.
–Christopher Blackall, 1871
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SSppeelllliinngg ..  ..  ..  tthhee  uussaaggee

Write a spelling word to correctly complete each sentence.

fulfill             schedule             category             therefore             opponent

30. You need two or three servings from the dairy                                  of foods each day.
31. Jesus came to                                  the law, not to destroy it.
32. Be ye                                  perfect, even as your Father which is in heaven is perfect.
33. My                                  is full already, but I may be able to switch some appointments.
34. Satan is an                                  of God and His people.

misspell             valuable             write             business             unique

35. Kevin sat down to                                  his research paper and was soon immersed in his
pages of notes.

36. Every person is                                 ; God made each person different from everyone else.
37. Life is very                                  ; only God, who created it, has the right to take it away.
38. Alan’s lawn care                                 has expanded; he recently hired two more employees.
39. Amanda’s careless typing habits cause her to                                  a number of words.

neighbor             eighth             conscientious             similar             meteorology

40. Dylan is thinking of studying                                      ; weather has always fascinated him.
41. Jesus said, “Thou shalt love thy                                      as thyself.”
42. A                              person will not do something he knows to be wrong.
43. Jesse is the                                  from the left in the back row of the chorus.
44. The words are                                  in meaning, but they have different connotations.

probably             weigh             height             autumn tractor

45. Sequoia trees often have a                                  of over three hundred feet.
46. The September equinox marks the beginning of                                 , a beautiful time of

year.
47. James enjoys the challenge of buying a rundown                                     and rebuilding it.
48. Seth wanted to                                  the matter carefully before making a decision.
49. My grandparents will                                  go to Florida if they have the time this winter.

Noun Complement Review (4, 5, 59, 60)

There are three noun complements: predicate nominatives, direct objects, and 
indirect objects.
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